The Beauty for Ashes Trilogy Box Set (Books 1-3)

A Christian Romance Series by Amazon
bestselling author Dayo Benson. Books
Included: 1. Raw Deal 2. Red Carpet 3.
Refiners Fire Raw Deal Lexi Dixon is in
L.A. The guys are hot, the girls are chic,
and her modelling career is taking off. The
road to stardom is just a matter of less
pizza and better posingshell be there in no
time! But behind the designer clothes and
the runway shows lies a very real pain that
Lexi is powerless to overcome by herself.
She cant help wondering, isnt there more to
life than this? Red Carpet Lexi Dixon has
gone from wallowing over the raw deal
that she believed was her lot in life to
living her red carpet dreams. Shes opening
fashion shows for top designers at fashion
week, doing photo shoots at exotic
locations, and enduring three hours of
makeup for ten-minute public appearances.
Shes the talk of Tinsel townfor both good
and bad reasons. But her life is not all glitz
and glamor. Between all the lies in the
papers, the crazy Paparazzi that keep
following her, and her own personal issues,
Lexi is sure shes going to lose it, and its
not going to be pretty when she does! A
shocking revelation about her father, a rival
model who seems bent on sabotaging Lexis
career, and a bizarre experience with a
secret society cause Lexi to slow down to a
pace where maybe she can look inward,
and perhaps even upward! Refiners Fire
Lexi Dixon has pretty much reached the
dizzy heights of superstardom, but certain
things come with the territory; things that
she never anticipated. Like the fact that one
of her friends has stabbed her in the back
and sold the gory details of her life story to
a tabloid. Just when Lexi thought that
things couldnt possibly get any worse, an
unfortunate incident in New York forces
her off the red carpet and into Gods
refinery for a seasonjust when she really
shouldnt be taking a break!
A forced
vacation means that Lexi has ample time
on her hands to consider her life. She
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knows what she wants, but how far is she
willing to go to get it? Does her career
have to be mutually exclusive of her
relationship with God? Does she have to
settle for friendship with the man that turns
her knees to Jell-O? Lexi has survived
plastic surgery gone wrong, and even a
kidnapping. But, matters of the heart are a
whole different ball game! Lexi decides
that theres only so much a girl can take.
She doesnt have time for love anyway.
However, as things spiral out of control,
she soon realizes that her heart got stolen
long before she even started trying to
protect it. Categories: Christian romance,
Christian new adult romance series,
Christian teen fiction series, Christian YA.
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